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Win Systems will attend the next ICE edition 

 
 
Miami, February 2, 2023 - Win Systems, a leading provider of technology for the gaming and entertainment 
industry, will be attending the ICE trade-show on February 7th, 8th and 9th. The Win Systems team will welcome 
all visitors to its new location in the North Hall, booth N5-350. 
 
In this edition of ICE, Win Systems will be sponsoring a seating area with meeting rooms to gather customers, 
colleagues, and visitors. Win Systems managers already have their agenda almost full with customers and operators 
interested in learning about its innovative casino solutions, including its renowned WIGOS casino management 
system (with powerful new products launched in 2022 such as Winup Wallet, the new generation of InTouch 
displays and the new Lucy & Pierre themed jackpot), and its Gaming division (with successful new products 
launched in 2022 such as the Lumina 25 electronic roulette and several new slot games). Win Systems is willing to 
show its latest gaming solutions, which stand out for providing a fully adapted response to the needs of the different 
markets where it operates. 
 
Eric Benchimol, CEO of Win Systems, explained: "We are very pleased to participate one more year in the ICE Show 
to inform customers and visitors about our powerful and innovative developments, which enable them to optimize 
the management of their casinos and improve their players' experience. Every year we are more convinced that 
these events are the perfect opportunity to meet the different operators and usually open the door to new and 
interesting projects, in line with our growth strategy as a global casino supplier." 
  
Win Systems will be at ICE'23 in the North Hall, booth N5-350. To arrange a meeting, please email 
marketing@winsgroup.com or call +34 935 308 049. 
 
<End> 
 
Note to editors 
About Win Systems  
WIN SYSTEMS is a global provider of technology for the gaming and entertainment industry. The company specializes in 
casino and lottery systems and services, server-based gaming machines and video lottery terminals (VLTs). 
WIN offers a complete range of technological services, including design, programming, installation, operation, and 
maintenance of its systems. 
Our systems are recognized throughout the world for their stability and reliability, allowing a high level of real-time control of 
both lottery and casino operations. 
In 2016, Win Systems acquired Gold Club, a manufacturer of gaming machines and the Gold Club electronic roulettes with a 
presence in more than 50 countries around the world. 
The combination of the two companies created a new leading group in the gaming industry with a significant presence in the 
Americas, Europe, and South Africa. 
 
 


